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The restoration of pianofortes built during Chopin’s lifetime presents us with a series of doubts and
difficulties tied to the lack of period instruments that have retained their original, factory-fitted elements.
After more than a century and a half on the private market the vast majority of pianos have lost their
original and fragile hammer-felts. During the period of 1800-1850 the variety of designs and innovations by
the piano industry in France were at their peak. Today’s piano-market is dominated almost exclusively by
pianos which all have the same basic design, evolved from the Steinway design of the late 1800’s. It is often
difficult for modern musicians and restorers to comprehend the substantial differences between pianos built
in the time of the Romantic composers and the pianos of today.
Unfortunately, because of the above reasons, restorers have tried to guess what could have been the original
sound-aesthetic aim of the manufacturers as well as what kind of materials were used. The outer covering of
the hammer determines the piano’s dynamic range as well as its overall tone colour, especially on pianissimo
and mezzo-forte playing. If we consider that every manufacturer of the time had a different ‘sound’ and
technical approach, we realise that in the absence of such evidence the margin for error is potentially great.

!
THE ROLE OF J.H. PAPE IN THE TRANSITION FROM LEATHER TO
FELT FOR THE OUTER COVERING OF PIANO-HAMMERS

!
Jean-Henri Pape was an inventor who worked in the piano trade and deposited a number of patents. perhaps
his most notable invention was the introduction of felt for the covering of piano-hammers.
Leather had been used up until that point but it presented manufacturers with multiple problems. Good
leather had to be sourced and selected based on its mechanical proprieties. Since every skin is as different as
the animal it came from and only parts of the animal hide were considered useful, manufacturers searched
for an alternative which could be produced in a more controlled, predictable and industrialised manner.
Pape, who was closely allied with Pleyel[1], having worked for him for a period of time, at first
experimented with hatmaker’s felt made of fur. Finally, he deposited a patent in 1826 which was the first
step in establishing felt as the preferred material for covering hammers.
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(Pape’s original 1826 Patent for the making of his hammer-felt)
As we can read in the patent, the felt used at the time was of a much different consistency and makeup than
that of today’s Pianos, being made of rabbit-fur, hare-fur, silk and eider-down. This reflects the aesthetic of
the time as well as the smaller piano designs, lower string-tensions and overall lighter construction. We will
deal with the matter more in-depth later in this article.
According to Sievers [2], viennese pianos continued to use leather, due to the peculiarity of the viennese
action which rubs the hammer along the length of the string as the hammer strikes it and therefore wears-out
felt too quickly. The vast majority of French and English manufacturers switched almost immediately to
Pape’s felt, although not all manufacturers chose to follow or respect Pape’s Patent.
To Illustrate, we propose the following article written in 1844.
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As mentioned above, the process of choosing the leather, applying the correct tension for each
individual piece of leather and having a consistent response from one section of the keyboard
to the next was a difficult process and it was executed only by the most qualified artisans. To
add to the problem, what was originally a sweet-sounding and charming set of hammers could
harden over a short period of time, losing the qualities which the garnisseur had worked so
hard to achieve. (continues)

!
It is important to note that the article mentions the great advantages which Pape’s invention
have over leather. The article mentions that it is nearly impossible to make a bad hammercovering, and that the Pape felt (due to the kinds of fibers and felting employed) could
withstand multiple shocks and not become hard with time, as leather did. (continues)
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(Revue scientifique et industrielle, 1844 Volume 17)
Unfortunately for Pape, the manufacturers of the time did not legally respect his patent, utilising types of felt
which were of a slightly different make-up, like English felt which was white instead of grey, probably made
of fine wool fibres.
Montal mentions that early pianofortes had hammers covered with leather, and subsequently with a ‘grey or
green felt’. Finally, wool-felt was used and has been used universally ever since, although the quality of the
felt of the 1800’s was quite different than the quality of felt manufactured today for such uses.

!
(Montal, 1865 revised edition, L'art d'accorder soi-même son piano page 142)

Montal mentions the short lifespan of the ‘Lapin’ felt, saying that it was abandoned because it was too
flimsy, wearing-out quickly. This last point is very important from the point-of-view of the restorer
because it emphasises without doubt that a piano’s hammers, garnished with rabbit felt, would have been
worn-out in a short time. In an epoch when a piano’s average lifespan was considered 15 years, this implies
that the surviving pianos were either left unused after a few years, because of wear, or more likely, they were
recovered with new inauthentic felt or leather, within a decade or so. For a wealthy and regular client of
Pleyel, the wearing-out of hammers on a new piano may have not have been a great defect, because new
improved and substantially different models were coming-out every few years.

!
This lack of durability was also mentioned by S.Wolfenden in his treatise:
“AT ONE TIME THERE WAS IN USE ON THE CONTINENT A HAMMER FELT
SAID TO BE MADE OF RABBIT FUR, IT WAS NOT QUITE WHITE AND
LOOKED LOOSE AND RAGGED. WHILE THE TONE PRODUCED BY
HAMMERS COVERED WITH THIS FELT WAS MELLOW AND PLEASANT, THE
APPEARANCE PREDICTED RAPID DESTRUCTION BY WEAR, AND IT
SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN LONG DISCONTINUED.” [3]

!
Pape’s felt was further modified in 1835 to make it more firm and compact by the addition of Vigogne and
Cachemire fibres or fine wool. The manufacturing process was further modified to produce a tapered sheet
which could be used to produce progressively thinner strips of felt from one piece. The felt was simplified to
a single layer in the process. Pape pianos and Pleyel pianos began to use one layer instead of two, whereas
Erard continued to use a double layer in the bass and tenor.
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(original modification of Pape’s patent, 1835)
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BILLION’S PATENT FOR WOOL-FELT USED FOR THE COVERING
OF PIANO-HAMMERS

!
In the year of 1840, French felt-manufacturer Billion describes a process for making hammer-felt entirely
with wool, as an alternative to Pape’s felt patent.
As we have noticed in Pape’s patents, the felt used originally was conceived with fibres such as rabbit-fur
used in hat-making, silk, eider-down, Cashmere and Vigogne. The common characteristic between these
fibres is softness and fineness of the fibre in terms of diameter, as well as high crimp. All of these qualities
are still regarded today as being an indication of a high-quality, valuable fibre in the textile industry. The
cost for such fibres could be considered out of reach for modern manufacturers of piano felt and possibly not
suited to their production methods.
Below, we have the original patent of Billion, describing the process which he used for his piano-hammer
felt.
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Note that the material used to create the felt was ‘Wool of lamb, named Agneline, the finest possible’ which
is perfectly in line with the desire to use the finest fiber with a high crimp. Today’s felts cannot compare
because the wool used is of a thicker diameter and not of the same type. A visual examination of original
period felts used in hammers will verify this. (see photograph below)

!

!
(Original Billion Patent, 1840)

!
Unlike Pape’s patent felt hammer-Covering, the Billion felt initially did not come into universal use.
Some important piano builders in Paris were still using the grey, Pape felt in the 1840’s which was a finer
felt, producing a refined sonority perhaps better-suited for the salon-oriented market of the day. companies
in England were already using ‘white’ felt and other materials so they had no need to use Billion’s felt
immediately.
Perhaps, only after the effects of the European economic crises and revolutions of 1848 on industry, which
led people such as Chopin to escape to England and abroad, did the Billion felt and other wool-felt became
almost exclusively employed in the manufacture of pianos. The death of Chopin in 1849 and of Camille
Pleyel in 1855 would have marked a significant change in approach, as both were involved in the production
process on an artistic level.
One of the major differences between the hammers covered in grey felt, which is very soft and quite low in
density, and the later hammers which were covered in wool-felt, is in the thickness of the outer layer.
Softer, lower-density Pape felt can compress to a greater extent than later higher-density hammer-felt made
of wool. This is partially because of the differences in density and partially because wool fibre is stiffer and
more resilient than rabbit and hare fur.
To get a similar mechanical quality from a piece of wool-felt, when compared to Pape felt, the wool-felt
must be thicker, because it compresses under pressure to a lesser degree.

EXAMPLES OF HAMMERS FROM THE 1840’S WITH GRAY RABBITFELT

!
Although it is widely accepted, as mentioned by the period articles above, that Pape and other manufacturers
used the Felt he had invented, the period in which white Wool-Felt in began to be used extensively in Paris is
a case of controversy.
The Author has personally seen and photographed three sets of hammers from Pleyel Pianos in their original
state, namely Petit Patron 10941, Petit Patron 11126, and Petit Patron 10966, originally purchased by
Rossini.
Here are some Photos of original Pleyel Hammers fron 1844. The felts are glued, without tension on the
whole circumference of the hammer.
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Hammers 1-5 from 10941 (M. DI MARIO)
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Felt outer-layer of Pleyel 10941 and 11126
(M.DI MARIO)
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Notice that the later Hammer-design of 11126 is slightly different from 10941 and the identical hammers of
10966 from Rossini’s Pleyel stored in the Museo Nazionale e Biblioteca della Musica di Bologna, having
omitted one of the leather layers and increased the size of the wooden core of the hammer, as was typical of
the late 1840’s
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(CC hammers of10966, propriety of the Museo internazionale e biblioteca della musica di
Bologna, and 10941, propriety of M. DI MARIO, left to right)
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Hammers 1-4 from 11126 (Image courtesy of Olivier FADINI)
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One example of original two-layer Pape felt
from an 1843 Erard Grand Piano, with a thick
layer of modern Felt installed over it as a
restoration. Hammers in the higher octaves
show the remains of a single layer of lighter
grey-coloured Felt.

Hammers from an Erard square of the 1840’s covered with the original Pape-style felt and a
layer of newer wool-felt installed during a renovation.

!
Hammers from an 1830’s Erard vertical ‘pianino’ with the original Pape-Style Felt and a layer of
newer wool-felt applied during a renovation

ALFRED DOLGE AND HIS BLUE FELT
As mentioned, beginning in the 1850’s the vast majority of pianos used hammers which were made of fine
wool fiber. There was one notable exception to the trend, made by Alfred Dolge called the Blue Hammer,
which sheds some light on the differences between the proprieties of rabbit-felt vs. wool-felt.
Alfred Dolge was the inventor of the industrial process used to make modern piano hammers, which are cutout from one long piece of wood and a single, large piece of compressed felt, sometimes with an
intermediate layer of underfelt. Before Dolge’s process was patented, hammers were built by hand, one at a
time, in layers.

!

Dolge had introduced rabbit-felt once more for its superior qualities as mentioned in this article
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(Music Trade Review 1895)

(Music Trade Review 1894)

!
(Rabbit-fur hammers found on an early 20th Century Steinway Piano. Courtesy of Allen
WRIGHT)
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RESTORATIONS OF ROMANTIC-PERIOD PIANOS AND THE
MODERN QUEST FOR POWER
This article of 1844 mentions that Pleyel pianos were not truly suitable for concert use before 1839. Up
to that point, Erard was the piano of choice for the larger concert venues.

!
(France Musicale, June 23, 1844)

The period of 1839-1843 marks an increase in tension, as well as in the height of the bridges of the
soundboard. The sound of the instruments was still small by today’s standards but not as small as in the
1830’s and before.
Here is a separate article, describing Pleyel’s, then-new and more powerful Concert Piano

!
(Archives de Commerce, 1845, Vol. 36)
Modern piano design has aimed to obtain the maximum amount of power available in order to fill concert
halls, therefore providing the working pianist, with the possibility to sell as many tickets as possible.
Liszt was the forerunner of this trend, being considered the originator of the modern solo piano recital.
Before 1850 the piano was habitually judged, not as a concert-instrument, but as a musical instrument to be
played for one’s own enjoyment, or the enjoyment of small groups of people in the salons of the day.
An American magazine of the late 1800’s makes a distinction between English pianos and the pianos made
in America. This article loosely outlines the basic difference in aesthetic between the European tradition and
the American one. Today’s pianos were initially designed and developed in America and not Germany as is
commonly thought.

!
(Popular Science February 1892)
So Even in the Late 1800’s English pianos were considered ‘Sweet and Dainty’, although the aesthetic
moved progressively towards more and more Power, and with it Brilliancy.
The Author has played Pleyel grand piano N°10941 with it’s original Pape-style hammers and discovered
that the sound was indeed sweet and dainty to the point that a modern Pianist would most certainly not
recognise the instrument as a typical example of a ‘Piano’. Pianissimo playing can easily be executed
because of the Cashmere-like softness of the hammers and Fortissimo is difficult to execute to the point of
brightness. The attack-transient is subdued and the higher partials of the string are muffled. These hammers
seem to be designed primarily for the home and not the stage.
We are conditioned, as mentioned, by over a century of piano manufacture which has exploited the same
design, pushed to the limit of sonic power even in its early stages of production. It has continued to increase
in power fundamentally by increasing string-tension, particularly in Asian copies of the American designs, as
well as the hardening and increase of mass in the hammers.

If we are to look at the European designs of the period when Chopin first arrived in Paris, we see that the
hammers were purpose-built to be as light as possible. This was apparently in order to lessen the shock and
percussive attack, therefore obtaining a sweeter, singing tone as opposed to the harder sound of a percussion
instrument. Subsequently, in the 1840’s hammers increased in mass and solidity. Pleyel in particular made a
dramatic change in hammer-design around 1840, with a harder and larger core of leather, compared to the
lighter 1830’s hammers, which often had donut-shaped hammer cores for lightness and a less percussive
attack. The outer layer on 1840’s hammers necessarily needed to be quite soft in order to still retain the
‘moelleux’ quality which was of paramount importance, according to the numerous descriptions of ideal
piano-tone written at that time.
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MODERN INDUSTRIAL PIANO-FELT AS A POSSIBLE SUBSTITUTE
Modern felt made exclusively for hammer-covering is unsuitable for pianos of the Romantic period. The
modern hammer is made of a single sheet of thick, dense and relatively hard felt which is bent under pressure
over a wooden core. It is made in a way that there is considerable tension and compression applied to the
felt. When mounting a new set of hammers, the technician must insert needles in the felt in order to relax
the fibres on the surface of the hammer , otherwise the hammer is too hard, externally, and lacks dynamic
colour.
Old Chopin-period hammers work on a different, controlled principle. The outer layer is the softest and is
indicatively responsible for pianissimo to mezzo-forte as well as the attack of the note and the overall tonecolour of the upper partials or harmonics. The discrete, inner layers become progressively harder towards
the core and are responsible for the mezzo-forte to fortissimo range.
Modern hammer- felt is felted in a way that it can hold great amounts of tension and the fibres are largely
arranged in one direction, aiding to sustain that tension.
The Pape-style and early white French felt of the 1850’s was made, on the other hand, with highly-crimped
fibres, felted in a more random order. The difference between hammer-felt and the damper-felt of the time
in terms of density is about double or triple, with the hammer-felt being more dense.
The Author has contacted Wurzen Filzfabrik, established in 1783 and makers of excellent piano-felt, in
order to seek-out an alternative newly-manufactured felt. To get as similar a felt as possible, a sample of the
original felt was sent to be analysed by the factory technicians. It was decided that there was no exact
duplicate being manufactured by them but there was a kind of damper-felt which was deemed very close.
Unfortunately, although the sound of the new, wool-felt was close to the original felt at pianissimo, mezzoforte to fortissimo sounded dull and lacking ‘nervous energy’.

!
(Hammers from Pleyel 10941, 17905 and a strip of modern Wurzen felt)
The above photograph which compares original grey Pape-Pleyel hammer-felt from the 1840’s along with
Pleyel wool hammer-felt from the 1850’s and the new Wurzen wool-felt, shows that the new felt is made of
thicker fibers with a looser felt and not as much crimp.

!
The Author has contacted many felt manufacturers in Europe, some of which are specialised in piano-felt
making. Out of all the samples that were received, the Wurzen felt seemed to be of the closest quality to the
old French Pape-Pleyel felt, but it did not meet the necessary requirements, as mentioned above.

!
CONCLUSIONS

!
Today’s restorations of Pleyel pianos (and other Romantic-period French pianos) have undoubtedly been
tainted by the modern piano sonority, which corresponds to refinements of the basic American designs of the
late 19° Century. The prepotency of pianists who’s only experience is with modern pianos and inaccurate
restorations of period pianos, may push well-meaning restorers to try and get too much power or ease of
touch out of period European instruments, sacrificing the very essence of their design which was based on
nuance and a form of poetic sweetness, and not power of exclamation. The customers, in turn, justify their
restoration expenses by considering the restored Pianos as workhorses to be used for playing in modern
concert-halls. Most of the pianos made in Chopin’s lifetime, especially the Pleyel pianos, were and are
largely unsuitable for such purposes, not being designed for such.
The end-result is that the pianos continue to be presented in a light which cannot represent the true aesthetic
intentions of the manufacturers and composers who wrote for this genre of instruments.
The original Pape-Pleyel felt had the advantage that it was soft and elastic on pianissimo passages but
flattened on fortissimo passages, therefore coupling to the underlying layers and producing a brighter sound.
Modern, commonly-available wool felt, as described in this article, cannot achieve the same brightness on
fortissimo passages and therefore does not cover the entire dynamic range, as required by the piano’s original
design.

Modern felt-manufacturers, including traditional piano-felt manufacturers such as Wurzen, today cannot, or
seemingly will not, manufacture the needed felts in order to refurbish the pianos to their original state. As
we have seen by looking at the patents, the original manufacturers of the time made felts which were
significantly different and made of fine materials, today employed for other more lucrative means such as
Textile and Clothing manufacture.
We are left with three alternative current choices.
The first choice is Deer or Elk leather, which can be used convincingly, and continued to be used on duplexstrung, upright Pianinos during Chopin’s lifetime. Unfortunately leather becomes harder and more brilliant
after a while and does not fully represent the sonority of the Romantic-period Pape patent felt.
The second choice is currently-made hatmaker’s felt, made of rabbit and hare fur. The Author received
some felt cones from the Borsalino hat factory , who’s workers still use rabbit and hare fibres for its hats.
The hat-felt produces a similar tone, but is felted in a way that sounds more percussive than the original felts,
therefore having a different dynamic response with less shadings.
The third choice is wool-felt as used for making modern bass dampers and other similar felts. The main
problem with modern wool-felt is that the fibers are usually too coarse and stiff, making the tone ‘wirey’
when dense (as mentioned in the Dolge article) and making the tone dull on fortissimo passages when made
with a lower, more correct density.
Nevertheless, until a suitable replacement is found, the restorer should aim for a soft and sweet sonority
with many graduations in tone between ppp and mf. This is quite important for Pleyel . Power must be
sacrificed in order to achieve the expressivity and singing quality at lower volumes which were fundamental
for manufacturers and pianists of Chopin’s lifetime and are necessary to correctly portray the musical figures
written in Chopin’s music
It is therefore essential to avoid percussive and bright restorations of the hammers, which in an effort to
maximise the musical value of the instrument by increasing its volume and making the touch brilliant, one
would argue, highlight its weaknesses and not its strengths.
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[1] Revue Scientifique et Industrielle, Vol.17 1844
“Rappelé, comme chef d'atelier, par Ignace Pleyel, père du chef de l'établissement actuel, M. Pape y apporta
d'importants perfectionnements, dont il ne garda pas un seul, lorsqu'en 1817, il quitta cette maison pour
fonder son établissement
[2] Sievers, Il Pianoforte, Guida Pratica per Costruttori, Accordatori, Dilettanti e Posssori di Pianoforte
"Nei pianoforti alla Viennese i martelli ricoperti in feltro solo non resistono, perciò di sopra al feltro si rivestono di pelle,
poichè in questo meccanismo il martello trovandosi attaccato direttamente al tasto, con un tocco leggiero percuote le
corde ad un punto più lontano, e con un tocco forte un punto più vicino alla spina del pancone, dimodochè sopporta un
strofinio continuo che straccia il feltro in pochi mesi, mentre la pelle resiste per anni.”

[3] P. 149 S Wolfenden, A Treatise on the Art of Pianoforte Construction", 1916

